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New York City – for immediate release: A sense of reverie binds together the works of Gigi Mills, Beatriz Guzman
Catena, and Hormazd Narielwalla presented by Emmanuelle G. Contemporary Art at the 2019 edition of Art on
Paper in New York, March 7-10, 2019.
“The simple idea of creating art on paper, a painting or even a collage, which all imply highly precise techniques, by itself
sends us back to our childhood dreams of creating shapes, emotions and stories on the page of a cahier and to proudly give
it as a gift to a parent, a sibling or a friend,” explains Emmanuelle Grelier, the founder of her eponymous gallery. “But
when the artwork projects me through an emotional voyage to places I have never been before—whether it is sailing
through a soft night with Santa Fe-based Gigi Mills or in the blurry, ghostly imaginary past of Argentinean painter
Beatriz Guzman Catena or the new territories invented by Hormazd Narielwalla—I feel like I am in a land of magical
reveries,” says Grelier.
These fantasies are vibrant in Hormazd Narielwalla’s homage to Frida Kahlo through his paper dolls. The London-based
artist contemplates a world that is equal, painless, and fantastic in the series of Frida presented at Art on Paper, which
concludes his two-year work inspired by the Mexican icon.
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“Each of the Frida is an explosion of colors, joys, assertions, influence and leadership,” Grelier explains. “Every braid,
which was a staple of Frida Kahlo’s style, suggests freedom and lightness; and the only three body parts visible on each
multi-dimensional collage are the face, the gloves and the shoes that Hormazd Narielwalla imagined for his Frida, whose
well-known phrase could very well serve here as caption: “Feet, what do I need them for, if I have wings to fly?”
Drawing on the Mexican tradition of skull art, Beatriz Guzman Catena’s echoes Kahlo’s own embrace of ancient Aztec
representations of the skull, a symbol of seed and resurrection, and therefore life.

Beatriz Guzman Catena | Acrylic on paper | Mixed Media.

“The blurriness that Beatriz Guzman Catena introduces in her collages and paintings is more a reinvention of her past
realities than a melancholic souvenir of what is no longer,” Grelier explains. “Characters mix with elephants or other
fantasy animals; photographs invade an ever-changing country side; the hand of the artist even invites itself onto the art.
In each of her art on paper, she allows us to freely and joyfully reimagine our past, thus creating rebirths, landscapes and
stories,” the French gallerist based in Greenwich, Connecticut adds.

Gigi Mills | Mixed Media
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The invitation to a long voyage of hopes, peace and softness also breathes out the majestic starry paintings and collages
that Gigi Mills creates.
In Gigi Mills work, paper is crumpled, shaping a multi-dimensional night and a sense of definite infinity. A woman and a
dog, or a dog sometimes alone, appear somewhere in this soothing immensity. “They sail, and we sail along,” Grelier
says. “To where we want this simple and emotional journey to take us, hopefully beyond our own fears, sadness and
pains, toward a reinvented life.”
These three artists,--whether it is Hormazd Narielwalla’s resurrections of fashion, Beatriz Guzman Catena’s own
visions of her memories or Gigi Mills’ nightly contemplations—have all created emotional and visual daydreams.
“Not ‘Dreams,’” Grelier insists, “but ‘Reveries.’ As Kahlo once said,
“I never painted dreams. I painted my own reality.”
Born in France, Grelier first worked in fashion in Paris, London and New York but her
passion for contemporary art—born out of years spent at auctions houses, museums and
galleries—led her to the art world. She first worked for a leading blue-chip gallery in
New York City before launching Emmanuelle G. Contemporary Art in Greenwich,
Connecticut.
“When an art work catches my attention, I am always drawn to meeting with the artist,”
Grelier explains. “I look for a sense of humanity and excellence, a story and a technique
that I could imagine as part of a home where people are first and foremost interested in
art that inspires them and creates a heightened sense of well-being,” she says
Emmanuelle G. Contemporary Art represents a range or artists—from emerging to
established. “But they all share authenticity,” Grelier says. “I would like art to be back
to what it should be: a poetic vision of the world, and nothing else.”
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Beatriz Guzman Catena was born in Argentina. She now lives and works in France. Catena studied Architecture at the University of
Buenos Aires, where she graduated in 2001. In 1999, she received a Fellowship from the Fondo Nacional de las Artes, a cultural
public organization created in Buenos Aires in 1958 to promote cultural, educational and literary activities in Argentina. Guzman
Catena was selected by Follow Art With Us as one of the successful upcoming artists in France.
Gigi Mills was born in Ohio into the well-known Mills Brothers Circus family. Artistic forms all kinds were encouraged, but it was
not until many years later Mills began teaching herself to paint. Though she is influenced by several of the early and mid-twentieth
century painters such as Milton Avery, she has developed a style distinctly her own. She has been exhibited throughout the world
since 2002, including in China (Zhangjiaie, 2009), Italy (Florence Biennal, 2007), France (Galerie Concha de Nazelle, 2011), New
Orleans (Galery Orange) and Santa Fe (GF Contemporary).
Hormazd Narielwalla is a London-based artist who works largely collage. Narielwalla uses materials such as bespoke Savile Row
tailoring patterns, and their antiquarian and contemporary trade counterparts, to create artworks exploring the body in abstract form.
The works, he says, are a meditation on the human condition.
In September 2016, Narielwalla won the Paupers Press Prize at the International Print Biennial in Newcastle, UK, resulting in a
new commission to be shown at the Royal Academy of Arts London in April 2017. Since Narielwalla’s first Solo Show, Study on
Anansi, was sponsored and exhibited by Sir Paul Smith in 2009, he has developed a permanent presence and critical acclaim in the
academic and commercial art world alike. Four of Narielwalla’s works have just been acquired by the Victoria and Albert Museum
in London for their permanent collection. Narielwalla is also featured as the Artist-In-Focus in the 2018 September / October issue of
Christies’ Magazine.
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